MONEY MOVEMENT

IT’S TIME TO BE

BOLD
Move past boundaries
and into new possibilities
Moving money can be complicated enough. Today there
are so many more obstacles and challenges including the
technological, regulatory and competitve - not to mention the
global effects of COVID 19. All changing the way we want to pay
and be paid. You need a partner who is ahead of the curve and
responsible for driving the innovations in money movement.
It’s time to be bold.

What’s possible continues to be
redefined, revisited and reimagined.
The traditional lines between banking, payments and
commerce have all but dissolved. The rules that once
limited who participates in money movement – and
how that movement happens – have been rewritten.

Let’s change how money moves.
Recent years have propelled the need for digitalization
with greater urgency, and there are many barriers to
overcome. We offer global payment and fast movement
capabilities that support real-time, push-to-card and ACH
in the U.S. and more than 50 other markets, with localized
flexible funding and settlement in local currencies.

We enable 95% of the
world’s leading banks

FIS is innovating money movement.
We deliver holistic, curated money movement experiences
across the entire ecosystem of money transfer services.
Our expanding global reach and diverse capabilities enable us
to create effortless, omnichannel experiences for consumers,
merchants, corporates and financial institutions, no matter
where they are in the payments life cycle.

50

%

of the world’s wealth is
managed on our systems

Money is moving faster than ever. 60 countries
have live real-time payments infrastructure.
Source: FIS Global Payments Report, 2022

FIS CHANGES HOW

MONEY MOVES
Opportunities

Freedom

Value

An ecosystem
of innovation

Providing solutions
shaped for you

Payments
with pedigree

We connect you to a
unique combination
of places, partners
and technology.

Whatever it is your
customers want,
we are ready to
make it happen.

FIS makes every
transaction simpler,
delivering at the speed
of what comes next.

We accept over 300
payment methods
in 126 currencies
across 146 countries.

Do it all without having
to invest in developing
technology or hiring
additional people.

Our network is built on
the latest financial cloud
technology, accelerating
your agility and innovation
while reducing your TCO.

FIS brings you more opportunities, more freedom and more value, so you can
really change how money moves today – and tomorrow. To learn more about how FIS
can support your money movement journey, click here.

About FIS
FIS is a leading provider of technology solutions for financial institutions
and businesses of all sizes and across any industry globally. We enable the
movement of commerce by unlocking the financial technology that powers the
world’s economy. Our employees are dedicated to advancing the way the world
pays, banks and invests through our trusted innovation, system performance
and flexible architecture. We help our clients use technology in innovative
ways to solve business-critical challenges and deliver superior experiences for
their customers. Headquartered in Jacksonville, Florida, FIS is a member of the
Fortune 500® and the Standard & Poor’s 500® Index.
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